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Tale Of Kingdoms Mod for Minecraft is a very attractive mod for Minecrafter who love the adventure of RPG mod. In this world of fashion you will take the place of the king, fight evil and develop your own Kingdom. MOD now includes a starting guild where you have to prove to the Master Guild that you are worthy to govern your kingdom as well as a few
different NPC, friendly, neutral and aggressive. Screenshots: Mod Installation: Download and launch the latest version of Minecraft Forge Go to launch the menu of the zgt; type %appdata%/.minecraft/mods Download Mod Move downloaded File Jar (zip) into the mods Made folder and enjoy the mod. Changelogs: v1.5 Preliminary Release Fix: Infinite Gold
Bug Fix: Gui Builder Fix: Guild Crash Fix: Dignity Bar Behaves (Main Way to King) Fix: More. Change: The path to kingship takes longer Change: added sellblocks to the kingdom (the next version will have more) Tale of Kingdoms Mod Download Links: for 1.6.4/1.6.2 For 1.5.2 Old versions: Spoiler For 1.5.1 SIP JAR For 1.4.7 For 1.4.5 Credits: Aginsun Tale
of Kingdoms is a fashion for Minecraft, a popular survival game of world construction. Instead of exploring the usual landscape of rolling inhabited vines, skeletons and livestock, you can become king in the medieval world, fighting evil creatures as you fight to build your own city - the tiny kingdom rules you! One of the main new features that distinguishes The
Tale of Kingdoms from Vanilla Games is the NPCs or non-player characters that you will meet. The Master Guild is the central character of the game: talk to him to sign a contract to hunt monsters or hire other NPCs called hunters to help you. Other characters include The Keeper, which will allow you to relax in your establishment to pass the time until the
morning, Black Smith, who will sell you weapons and armor, and a chef who sells food. Getting started in The Tale of the Kingdoms is as easy as it is interesting. After creating a new world in Minecraft and pressing the button Start your conquest!, you will find yourself on a gravel path leading to the local hotel. You will meet the Master Guild here, sign a
contract and get out to destroy the evil, racking up honor points as you lay waste to your enemies. After you have accumulated enough honor to prove yourself worthy of a crown, you Return to the hotel and talk to City Builder, another friendly NPC who will follow you to the place where you want to build your new kingdom. Collect resources and communicate
with the guy, giving him orders for the construction of buildings Create a mighty city for you to rule! Downloads for The Tale of the Kingdoms of Maud 1.6.4, 1.5.2 Download A Tale of the Kingdoms of Maud for Minecraft 1.6.4Download Tale of The Kingdoms of Mod for Minecraft 1.5.2 What is a Tale of Kingdoms? Tale of Kingdoms is an RPG mod adventure
where you prove your worth as a king, fight evil and eventually raise your own kingdom. MOD now includes a starting guild where you have to prove to the Master Guild that you are worthy to govern your kingdom as well as a few different NPC, friendly, neutral and aggressive. Screenshots: How to install Tale Of Kingdoms Mod: Download and install
Minecraft Forge Download Mod Put the downloaded email file in folder C: UsersYUNSERNAME-AppData.Roaming.minecraft'mods folder. Don't break it up. If you don't have a mod folder, create one Enjoy Mod Changelogs: v1.5 Pre-release Fix: Infinite Gold Bug Fix: Gui Builder Fix: Guildmaster Crash Fix: Dignity Bar Behaves (Main Path to Kingship) Fix:
More. Change: The path to the kingdom takes longer To change: added sellblocks to the kingdom (the next version will have more) Tale of kingdoms Mod Download Links: for 1.6.4/1.6.2 For 1.5.2 2 Older version: Minecraft 1.4.7 Fashions Minecraft 1.6.2 Fashions Minecraft 1.6.4 Fashions Tale of The Kingdoms of Mod for Minecraft 1.6.4, 1.6.2, 1.5.2
Updated: June 1, 2017 6024 views Author: aginsun ❘ November 7, 2013 ❘ 365,278 views What is The Tale of kingdoms? Tale of Kingdoms is an RPG mod adventure where you prove your worth as a king, fight evil and eventually raise your own kingdom. MOD now includes a starting guild where you have to prove to the Master Guild that you are worthy to
govern your kingdom as well as a few different NPC, friendly, neutral and aggressive. Screenshots: How to install: Download and install Minecraft Forge. Download the mod. Go to %appdata%. Go to the .minecraft/mods folder. Drag and drop the downloaded file of the can (zip) into it. If one doesn't exist, you can create it. Enjoy fashion. Changelogs: v1.5
Preliminary Release Fix: Infinite Gold Bug Fix: Gui Builder Fix: Guild Crash Fix: Dignity Bar Behaves (Main Way to King) Fix: More. Change: The path to kingship takes longer To change: added sellblocks to the kingdom (the next version will have more) Tale of Kingdoms Mod Download Links: For 1.6.4/1.6.2 For Minecraft 1 .5.2 Older Versions: Show
Content 02/04/2014 3:10 p.m. Level 24 : Expert Magician TheColorBlindCuber Some people may want to tutorial, not everyone can do something video though. Also, some people don't want to install flashes. Just a :P :P offer minecraft mod tale of kingdoms 1.6.4
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